PRESENTATION OF PAST MATRON'S PIN

Sister............

Perhaps you guess the box I hold
Contains a precious gift of gold
Which shall be yours tonight, my dear,
Because now ended is your year.

Your character, like gold so bright,
Has made us think each meeting night,
That Adah, Ruth, and Esther fair
Were represented at your chair;
For you possess the virtues, too,
Which they possessed; and so to you
We'll give this pin which shall make fast
Your title of: "Our Junior-Past." (Presents pin.)

We hope the future years will be
Chuck-ful of happy memory
Of when you were our Matron dear,
Because we'll not forget your year.

PRESENTATION OF A PAST PATRON'S JEWEL.
(To be presented by his wife)

Salutation..............

In one of the lessons taught by our order, a husband extends a golden sceptre to his wife.

In this chapter, tonight, a very proud wife extends to her husband - a Past Patron's jewel. (Extends it.)

I am very happy to present this jewel to my husband on behalf of .............. Chapter because I feel that he has served the chapter faithfully and well.

It is with great pleasure that I present this gift to you, Brother .............. (Junior Past Patron; husband; pal; or whatever word you wish to use.) May you wear it with pride.

May you realize that besides the satisfaction which must be yours because of having done your best to serve creditably in the capacity of Worthy Patron, an equal share of joy has come to me because I know that you have done your best. I am glad to have this opportunity to thank you on behalf of .............. chapter as well as for myself. Thank you.